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Introduction

By letter dated January 11, 1985, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT) requested an amendment to their license which would revise the tech-
nical specifications to permit installation of an automatic controller in
one of their six shim rods to permit variable reactivity, and to pennit
the performance of experiments concerning closed-loop control of reactor
performance. Closed-loop control involves the use of a system of circuitry,
software, computer, and variable reactivity control for automatic control
of- reactor operation.

Background

MIT has been conducting experimental work, using advanced computer-based
technology for automatic control of reactor power. Thus far, all tests
have been conducted using the MIT reactor's regulating rod. These experi-
nents have verified prior calculations and evaluations. However, the
regulating rod has limitations in its utility. Its i tegral and maximum
differential (rate) worths are 0.17%Ak/k and 1.67x10 g%Ak/k/sec, respectively.
The shim rod has la59er integral and differential worths of approximately
1.7%Ak/k and 8x10- %Ak/k/sec. The proposed changes involve installation of
a new closed-loop controller on the shim rod and repetiton of the experiments
heretofore conducted with the regulating rod.

Evaluation
.

The closed-loop control system ties the control mechanism to the desired
power level by anticipating and con'. rolling the rate of reactivity change
to prevent power overshoot. The system is designed independently of the
various reactor safety systems, so if period or power limits are exceeded
the reactor will automatically scram. A similar rod controller has Men
in operation on the regulating rod and has been under separate evaluation
for 18 months. The results of these evaluations show that:
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. (1) The controller is capable of raising and lowering power in a safe,
i efficient manner while using a control rod of varying differential

worth.

(2) Reactivity constraints are necessary for the automatic control of
reactor power. The same could not be shown experimentally for
period restrictions. The use of controllers based on the reactivity
constraint can prevent overshoots either due to attempts to control-

a transient with a control rod at a position.such that its
differential worth is insufficient, or due to failure to properly
estimate when'to commence rod insertion. In this manner, power

. transients can be terminated simply by reversing the control rod
motor and inserting reactivity to produce an infinite period.

| This concept for reactor control was developed by MIT. The reactivity
constraint is the basis for the MIT Reactor Non-Linear Digital Controller.
As stated above, the system has been verified on the regulating rod for

; more than 18 months. The design and operation of the system is such that:
;

' (1) The control action will never challenge the nuclear safety system.i,

(2) There will be no increased probability of a continuous rod with-
drawal.

:

(3) There will be no increased probability of excessive positive
reactivity insertion.

4

However, in switching principal control to the shim rod, MIT has proposed a
4 series of experiments to verify the performance of the hardware and software

components, which is similar to the verification tests performed for the
regulating rod controller. The proposed closed-loop shim rod control system
will be operated under the following conditions:

,

(1) Operator Supervision - The reactor is under the direct supervision
of a licensed Reactor Operator at all times. Moreover, at least one
licensed Senior Reactor Operator who is intimately familiar with the
closed-loop controller will be present in the control room during
test sessions involving the controller.

(2) Safety System - The nuclear safety control system will renmin '
completely separate from the closed-loop control system. Scrams
will be initiated by the nuclear safety system.

,

| (3) Surveillance Requirements - Frequency of surveillance on the
' various closed loop control system components and sub-syste s will
; - be-performed as shown below:

.

|
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Item Frequency

Differential and integral Annually or whenever a major change,

blade worth in core power distribution occurs

Auxiliary period trip Weekly, prior to use, if scheduled
for use

~

Blade position indicator Annual
to computer (

Speed limiter' on variable Quarterly
speed motor, if used

The existing technical specification that permitted developnent and testing
of the closed-loop control system is part of Section 3.9. This specification
refers to the control rod being used in the closed-loop control system. The
new specification requires that the closed-loop system also include the shim
rods.

The requirements of the new control system on the shim rods necessitate four
changes to Section 3.9 of the technical specifications, as follows:

(1) Closed-loop control-applies to all' control elements.

(2) dk/k is raised from 0.7% to 1.8%. Section 15.9_ of the SAR indicates;

that a step insertion of 1.8%4 k/k "will not cause damage to the
fuel by the resulting power transient."

(3) The ren tivity limit is written in terms of the total availables

positive reactivity associated with the control rods connected to
an automatic control s
A new definition (#4) ystem, rather than their net reactivity worth.is added to make this wording explicit.

(4) The nuclear safety system is to be separate from any automatic
controller. A new definition (#5) is added to define the word,

; " separate".

! A new Section 6.4 for the closed-loop control systems was added. The
'

specifications of Section 6.4 assure the safe operation of the closed-loop
controller by requiring that the controller provide the requisite degree of,

control at the desired termination point of a transient or at the maximum
- operating power. A further restriction places the reactor control in manual
if the period reaches or exceeds 20 seconds. Both sections 3.9 and 6.4

i - stipulate that only one shim rod may be withdrawn at a time.

As the safety aspects of this modification were reviewed in the SAR for the'

,
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reoulating rod, this is not considered an unreviewed safety question. The
technical specifications must be modified because of equipment ifnitations
imposed by the existing specifications. None of the safety limits considered
in the MIT SAR accompanying the use of the closed-loop controller for the
regulating rod or stipulated in the previous technical specifications have
been changed. The proposed changes in the' technical specifications describe
performance and surveillance requirements. for an additional (shim rod) that
is being outfitted with an automatic controller that has had significant
prior testing.

0
'

Environmental Consideration

This amendment changes requirements with respect to the installation or use
.

of a facility component located within the restricted area, as defined in
'

10 CFR Part 20 As discussed below the amendment involves no sionificant
hazards consideration, there is ro significant change in the types or
significant increase in the amounts of any effluents that may be released
offsite, and there is no significant increase in individual or cumulative
occupational radiation exposure. Accordingly, this amendment meets the
eligibility criteria for categorical exclusion set forth in 10 CFR 51.22
(c)(9). - Pursuant to 10 CFR 51.22(b), no environmental impact statement or

' environmental assessment need be prepared in connection with the issuance
i of this amendment.

Conclusion

The staff concludes, based on the considerations discussed above, that: (1)
because the amendment does not involve a significant increase in the probability
or consequences of accidents previously evaluated, or create the possibility of
a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated, or
involve a significant reduction in a margin.of safety, the amendment does not
involve a significant hazards consideration; (2) there is reasonable assurance

j that the health and safety of the public will not be endangered by operation
in the proposed manner; and (3) such activities will be conducted in compliance,

I with the Commission's regulations and the issuance of this amendment will not .
he inimical to the common defense and security or to the health and safety of

j the_public.
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l Principa'l Contributor:
'

Harold Bernard
Dated March 8, 1985
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